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Earth Day is an annual event on April 22 to demonstrate
support for environmental protection.
Earth Day 2021 prompted reflection on the impact that MNCs
have on the environment. We hear a lot about the impact of
single-use plastics on the environment. And we also can see
the plastics floating in the ocean or piled up in landfills!! But
what about paper products? Although it's often touted as a
greener alternative to plastic, paper exacts its own toll our
environment. Pollution, climate change, global warming and
the ongoing pandemic; World is dealing with multiple types of
problem right now. Many are man-made and can be solved by
sustainable practices. The past few years have definitely
sensitised and created awareness among the consumers about
the impact of their consumption habits and lifestyle on the
environment and society. Such consciousness and level of
awareness have been making them more receptive towards
brands/products that are contributing bit in safeguarding the
world. As per a recent Mintel survey, 44% of Indians would like
to see more brands implementing sustainability and 47% want
to see brands promote environmentally friendly products.
This has given a major push to the green marketing initiatives
by the brands, opening a wide new world of opportunities for
the  businesses.
Though green marketing is a term that was first introduced in
the west in the 70s and picked up little pace in India in the early
90s, it did not gather much steam in the country even till a few
years ago. But today for instance Electric vehicle (EV) is a buzz
word, signifying the importance of next level of green
product. We are adopting green product and moving to
greener product. For instance CFL bulb replaced the
incandescent bulbs (yellow bulb) and LED bulb has replaced
CFL bulb. Any new bulb that replaces LED bulb would be
definitely greener among all if not the greenest.

Editorial

- Shankar  Jyot i  Doley





Rearing of Eri
Silkworms

A Business Idea for
Sustainability

 

Eri Silkworm belongs to the caterpillar family of

Samia ricini. Its scientific name is Samia Cynthia.

The name of the silkworm ‘Eri’ was derived from

the Assamese word ‘Era’ which means castor, as

the silkworm feeds on castor plants. It is mostly

found in Assam and other North-eastern states of

India. Eri Silkworm is fed on castor plants (Eri

plants) with its scientific name as Ricinus

Communis belonging to the species of perennial

flowering plant of spurge family. These plants are

abundantly grown in hilly and mountain areas.

How rearing of Eri silkworm is a business?

Sericulture is the process of rearing silkworms for

the production of raw silk. It involves a long

process of rearing silkworms from egg to cocoon.

The silk that is derived from Eri cocoon is one of the

highly demanded silk in India as well as in other

countries. The cocoon is sold at a very high price to

the handlooms and cottage industries. The castor

plant on which the Eri silkworms are fed, bear fruits

with seeds which is highly demanded by the oil

manufacturing industries for producing castor oil.

Unlike other silkworms, Eri silkworms are

consumable so it has a very high demand in

different local market and it is also used for making

dry packed food.

Why rearing of Eri silkworms and Eri silk is
sustainable?

Eri Silkworms are fed on castor leaves which are

grown organically and it generates very quickly.

Castor plants also helps in controlling soil erosion.

Unlike other silk Eri, silk is produced without the

use of any chemicals and it does not require large

amount of energy to maintain humidity and

temperature. Eri silk is well known for its durability

and its biodegradable in nature and promotes eco-

friendly equation. It is also called Ahimsa or Peace

silk because it is processed without killing the

silkworm.

The condition of the world’s environment is in

fragile state because of industrialization. Business

has large impact on the environment. Now is the

time to save environment and create a sustainable

future. For greener and better sustainability of our

Mother Earth, every business must dedicate efforts

to gains profits not only for the business but

communities, societies and the environment as a

whole.

Lirdona Engtipi
M.com 1st Semester (Marketing)

Golaghat Commerce College
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Indulekha is a sub-brand of FMCG conglomerate Hindustan Unilever limited

(HUL). Indulekha believes that solution starts from the root. The brand

‘Indulekha’ started its venture with hair oil. With time, the hair oil became

pretty popular. Indulekha has been creating handpicked Bringha and other

Ayurvedic herbs matured in sunlight for seven days before being distilled into a

blend of essential oils. Indulekha Bringha Oil is an Ayurvedic medicine for

reducing hair fall and promoting new hair growth.Every drop of Indulekha oil

contains centuries of Ayurvedic expertise and the power of sunlight. Its unique

comb applicator dispenses the potent oil directly on the scalp to reach the

roots of hair and grow new hair. Recently, Indulekha expanded its haircare

product line by introducing shampoo in the market. Just like the hair oil, the

shampoo created a buzz among the customers. Bringhraj is the King of Hair. It

is one of the best Ayurvedic herbs for regenerating hair strands. Every bottle of

Indulkeha shampoo comes with extracts from 9 full Bringha plant. It is not just

another hair cleanser but an ayurvedic proprietary medicine. It is free of colour

and fragrance. Indulekha Bringha shampoo is one of the best shampoos to

prevent hair fall. Most of the hair products may not suit our hairs. Personally, I

tried many brands for avoiding my hair falls. Among all the products,

Indulekha hair products seems better for use.

Indulekha Hair Products
Ankita Paul

B. com 3rd Semester
Golaghat Commerce College
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Urbanization: Rapid
Growth of

Cities/Towns in India

       Environmental footprints in the cities are quite alarming and can be threatening
to the natural resources required to sustain the economic development and poverty

alleviation rates.

Urbanization in India has become an

important and irreversible process, and it is an

important determinant of economic growth

and poverty reduction of a country. The

process of urbanization is characterized by a

dramatic increase in the number of large

cities, although India may be said to be in the

midst of transition from a predominantly rural

to a quasi-urban society. As per the Census

2011, more than 377 million people lives in

Urban areas compared to 285 million in 2001.

As on 2021, 481 million people are living in

Urban areas in India. As per the Census 2011,

The number of towns has increased by 2,774

within a decade. The total number of Urban

Agglomerations/Towns, which constitutes the

urban frame, is 6,166 in the country and this

number is increasing every year.

The rapid urbanization has not been
accompanied by commensurate increase in the
supply of basic urban services like water
supply, sewerage and drainage network, solid /
liquid waste management facilities, citywide
roads, public transport, and public safety
systems like street lighting and pedestrian
pathways. 

 The supply of land and housing has not kept
pace with the increase in urban population.
Environmental footprints in the cities are quite
alarming and can be threatening to the natural
resources required to sustain the economic
development and poverty alleviation rates.
Maintaining economic growth, while creating
sustainable cities for all, is the biggest urban
challenge facing today. The challenge of
urbanization in India is to ensure service
delivery at the enhanced standards. Proper
planning is necessary to ensure service delivery.
A comprehensive development of physical,
institutional, social and economic infrastructure
is required to sustain the fast faced urban
growth. 

Gobinda Sonowal
Assistant Director, Town &
Country Planning, Assam
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The total number of Urban
Agglomerations/Towns, which constitutes

the urban frame, is 6,166 in the country and
this number is increasing every year

 
In recent times ,  Urban Planners

have adopted practices to

address better urban plan

preparation and decision making

for sustainable urban

development .  First and foremost ,

planning approaches are

switching from the command-

and-control model and becoming

more strategic ,  selective and

oriented to guide rational

investment planning ,  which is

environmentally conscious and

accrues benefits for the whole

community .  

Secondly, the legislative and policy
frameworks that establish legitimate
institutional processes and
procedures for spatial planning are
being revised. Thirdly, participatory
processes are becoming more and
more embedded into planning
processes in order to provide for
meaningful engagement and
involvement of the public in all phases
of decision making, implementation
and monitoring.

The rapid growth of our cities and
evolution of our production methods
has had an immense impact on how
the urban world has developed. This
has created a lot of pressure on
developing infrastructure and
resources for the increasing urban
population.  These kinds of planning
process help our government at the
Central as well as at the State level to
frame policies and schemes which
deals with development of basic
urban services for the urban
population.

U r b a n  p l a n n i n g  w o r k s  a s  a
t o o l  t h a t  c r e a t e  c i t i e s  s u i t a b l e
f o r  a l l  c i t i z e n s ,  o f f e r
o p p o r t u n i t i e s  t o  r i c h  a n d  p o o r
a l i k e ,  w h e r e  c o m m u n i t i e s  a n d
t h e i r  c o n c e r n s  a r e  a t  t h e  h e a r t
o f  d e c i s i o n  m a k i n g  o n
d e v e l o p m e n t ,  a n d  w h e r e  r i s k
a n d  v u l n e r a b i l i t y  i s  e f f e c t i v e l y
a d d r e s s e d  f o r  a l l  c i t i z e n s ,
p a r t i c u l a r l y  t h e  u r b a n  p o o r .  
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An urge for
Green Marketing
and its Awareness

Sabitri Urang
M.com 1st Semester

Golaghat Commerce College

Growing awareness all over the world

regarding protection of the environment has

made consumers more concerned about

environmentally friendly product. It

emphasis the manufacturer to recognised

the environmental concerned as a source of

competitive advantages to develop product

with green features. Various regulations

framed by the government to protect

consumers and the society at large, have led

to the adoption of green marketing as a

compulsion rather than a choice.

Green marketing ensures sustained and

long-term growth along with profitability. It

has largely enhanced the consumption of

herbal product, used of jute, cloth bag

instead of plastic bags. India being

agriculture dominant nation, Green

Marketing revolve in the use of Bio fertilizers.

Though the consumers are more concerned

about the environmentally friendly product,

a company may intentionally or

unintentionally make false claims regarding

the environmental friendliness of their

products, which is a process of green

washing. 

And another reason is that customers don’t

accept natural product because it is costly as

comparison to normal products.

One of the best examples of green

marketing is that SBI GREEN BANKING

PROGRAMME: By using Eco-friendly

equipment in its 10,000 new ATMs, SBI has

not only saved power cost but also earned

carbon credits. SBI has become the first

Indian bank to harness wind energy through

a 15-Megawatt wind farm developed by

Suzlon Energy Ltd.

Green marketing is a part of marketing

which plays an important role in the

sustainability of environment. It helps to

maintain the environment cleaner, greener

by producing eco-friendly products.
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Green Marketing
Practices

Waljit Kaur
B.com 5th Semester

Golaghat Commerce College
 N e e d  o f  G r e e n  M a r k e t i n g

It helps in reducing the environmental
damage
·Improves the company image and sales of
the product.
Creates customer awareness about
ecological problems.
Makes customer enjoy the benefits of a
product or service thereby also
contributing to environmental benefits.
Companies became more accountable for
producing and marketing products without
any bad effects on the environment.

Mc Donalds started giving out its products
in paper bag to the customers instead of
the polythene bag, thereby doing “Green
Marketing” at a reduced cost. This
campaign was a big hit.
Coco-Cola in order to save water does Rain
Water Harvesting at a huge level thus
saving water and giving back to the
environment a small part of the water that
it consumes for its production.
Go paperless in the office.
Encourage remote work or telecommuting
to reduce gas emissions.
Use power saving light fixtures and bulbs.
Buy remanufactured ink and toner.
Use green-friendly cleaning products.

Some companies do “Green Marketing” and
make huge profits. They are
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Green Marketing and sustainability are
closely related. Green marketing paves the
ways for achievement of sustainability
goals. Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG’s) as put forward by United Nation
(UN) very clearly highlights the importance
of adoption of all 17 goals for a sustainable
earth. But green marketing is directly
related to 4 SDG’s, i.e., Goal no. 3, 7, 9 and
13. These goals speak about good health
and well-being, affordable and clean
energy, industry innovation and
infrastructure and climate action. Green
marketing in its process of operation can
influence on all these 4 SDG’s.

What is green marketing and green
products? In simply green products can be
explain as the products, which in its
process of usage or manufacturing do not
harm the environment. Green products
can be of many categories.

Green Marketing: Way to Human
Sustenance

Dr. Aruna Deb Rroy
Assistant Professor

Royal Global University, Assam

 It includes those products which are
manufactured by using renewable
resources, organic fertilizer or energy
efficient products. And marketing of such
products is called green marketing

Are the green products commonly
available in the market? Well, we are
already using green products. Isn’t it
surprising? Yes, but sensitization on green
products or green marketing is quite less
amongst us. For example, the refrigerator
we use at home has energy efficiency
stars in it. Similarly on the Air Conditioner
(AC) too. More number of stars implies
less energy consumption by the product.
Organic food consumed by us, are also
green products. The concept of green
product is gaining prominence in India.
But it is yet to flourish competently. The
increasing interest of people towards
using electric vehicles (EV) is also a
welcome step in this regard. 
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Even Government of India has

been taking initiative in this

field and has sanctioned

establishment of 6,000

charging stations for electric

vehicles across nine

expressways in the country and

about 3000 is in the pipeline.

(Ministry of heavy Industries at

Automotive Research

Association of India (ARAI). In

the recently held conference,

COP 26 on 2nd November, 2021

PM Modi spoke on reducing

India’s emission to net zero by

2070 by getting 50% of energy

from renewable resources by

2030. Such events are helping

in creating more awareness

amongst people about green

and sustainable activities.

The consumers have become

conscious regarding the

products they use; they check

its certification mark,

manufacturing process, raw

materials used etc. before

availing it., Consumers would

usually prefer green products if

the price is reasonable. 

The number of environment
conscious people and
sustainable development
thinkers are likely to
increase in the near future
due to the sudden concern
for health and medical bills.
As different types of
industries exist and each
industry contributes to the
predictable causes of
harming the environment.
So, tiny drops of
contribution from each
industry will help to change
the global scenario and help
to attain SDG’s. Green
initiatives may be taken up
at micro level starting from
individuals to macro level
initiatives from the firms and
industries. Resorting to
green consumption habits
can go a long way to
contribute in the sustainable
growth of the planet. As
green products ushers’
multiple benefits like saving
energy, low maintenance
cost, saves water, promotes
sustainable well-being,
nurtures sound physical and
mental health and most
importantly leads to saving
our mother earth. So, let’s go
green.
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�সউজ অলংকাৰ গঢ়া মানহুজন

গছ কটা কথােটা মেুঠই সহ� কিৰব �নাৱােৰ
�তওঁ। গছত ঘাপ মৰাৰ শ� �িনেলই �তওঁৰ
�দহেত ঘাপ মৰা �যন লােগ। গছেজাপা বাগিৰ
পৰাৰ শ� �িনেলই �তওঁৰ কিলজাত িবেষ
িশপা �মেল। ভাল পায় �তওঁ গছক। ওেহা,
�কৱল ভাল পায় বিুল ক'�ল ভ�ল হ’ব। �তওঁ
দদু� া� ��িমক �কৃিতৰ। অন�ায়ভােৱ ক'ৰবাত
গছ কটাৰ কথা �িনেল অকেলই �তওঁ তাৰ
িব�ে� যঁুজ িদেয়। িযমান পােৰ িসমান
মানুহক বজুাবৈল য� কেৰ �য গছ থািকেলেহ
মানুহ থািকব...পৃিথৱী বািচব। বকুুত গছপাতৰ
দেৰ �সউজীয়া �দয় এখন কিঢ়য়াই �ল ফুৰা
এই মানুহজনৰ নাম মািৰমথু ুযােগানাথন। 
সৎ কাম কিৰবৈল সৎ উে�শ��েণািদত এ�
মনৰ খুেবই �েয়াজন। িকছ�মান মানেুহ
অকেলই সমাজত িনজ সৎ কম�ৰািজেৰ
স�ুভাৱ �পলায় আ� মানহুৰ অ�ৰেতা �ান
লয় ��ৰণাৰ �তীক �েপ। এখন িবশাল আ�
িনকা �দয়ৰ গৰাকী মািৰমথু ু যােগানাথন।
অসমৰ যাদৱ পােয়ঙৰ দেৰ ব�ি� �তওঁ।
মািৰমথুু বাস কেৰ তািমলনা� িজলাৰ
ক�াইট�ৰত। বয়স ৫২। �পছাত �তওঁ এগৰাকী
বাছ ক�া�ৰ আ� �কৃিতক সৰু�া �দান
কৰােটা মািৰমথুুৰ িনচা। সম� তািমলনা�ত
মািৰমথুু যােগানাথন জনাজাত '�� �মন'
নােমেৰ। �যাৱা ৩০ বছৰত তািমলনাড�ৰ িবিভ�
�ানত যােগানাথেন ৩ লাখতৈকও অিধক গছ
�ৰাপণ কিৰেছ। আশীৰ দশকত �তওঁ
নীলিগিৰ অ�লত গছ কটা কায�ৰ তী�
িবেৰািধতা কিৰ িনজা �েচ�াত সজাগতা
অিভযান আৰ� কিৰিছল। 

�তিতয়ােৰ পৰা এই কায�ক মািৰমুথুেৱ জীৱনৰ
�ত িহচােপ �লাৱাৰ িস�া� ল'�ল। সা�ািহক
ব� আ� আজিৰ সময় পােলই �তওঁ
তািমলনাড� ৰ িবিভ� �ানত উপি�ত হয় আ�
বৃ�েৰাপণ কায� আৰ� কিৰ িদেয়। �তওঁ
আজিৰ সময়ত িবেশষৈক তািমলনাড� ৰ
িবদ�ালয়, মহািবদ�ালয় আ� িব�িবদ�ালয়ত
উপি�ত হয়। গছ �ৰাৱা আ� পিৰেৱশ
সজাগতা অিভযান চেলাৱাৰ বােব মািৰমুথুেৱ
িতিন হাজাৰতৈকও অিধক িশ�ানু�ান �মণ
কিৰেছ। যােগানাথনৰ �েচ�াত তািমলনাড� েৱ
িপি�েল �যন �সউজ অলংকাৰ...গাত �মিৰয়াই
ল’�ল �সউজীয়া চাদৰ। এ� িশ�ক �যিতয়া
�তওঁ গছপুিল �বৈল কয়, �সই িশ��ৰ
নােমেৰই গছপুিলেটা মািৰমুথুেৱ নামকৰণ
কেৰ। িনজৰ ভাতৃ বা ভ�ীৰ দেৰই গছপুিলেটাক
মৰম, আপডাল, য� ল’বৈল িশ��ৰ মন-
মগজুত �তওঁ কথােৰ �ৰখাপাত কেৰ আ�
সঁচাৈকেয় িযেকােনা িশ�েৱ মািৰমুখুৰ কথা
পালন নকৰাৈক নাথােক। �দিনক পানী িদ, সাৰ
�যাগান ধিৰ গছপুিলেটা জীয়াই ৰািখ এেজাপা
বৃহৎ গছৈল �পা�ৰ কৰাৰ পণ ল’বৈল �তওঁ
কয় িশ� তথা ছা�-ছা�ীসকলক। �কােনাবাই
যিদ এেজাপা গছ কা� �ংসমুখী যা�া আৰ�
কেৰ �সই �ানেতই অথবা তাৰ আেশ-পােশ
মািৰমুথু যােগানাথেন দুেজাপা গছ �ই সৃ�মুখী
যা�াৰ উে�ষ ঘটায়। �কৃিতৰ দুেঘ�াৰ ��িমক
মািৰমুথুৰ বােব �কৃিতেয় �তওঁৰ অিভভাৱক...
�কৃিতেয় �তওঁৰ স�ান। �তওঁৰ এই �কৃিত-
��েম সমাজেকা �ভাৱাি�ত কিৰবৈল স�ম
�হেছ। 

ক�ৰী বৰঠাকুৰ
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মা িৰমু থু  যােগানাথনৰ  লগত  এবাৰ  মা�  কথা  পািতেয়  বা  এবাৰ

�তওঁৰ  সং�শ� ৈল  আিহেল  এজন  ব� ি�েয়  এেজাপা  হেলও  গছ

�ৰাপণ  নকৰাৈক  �কিতয়াও  নাথােক।  �সউজ  িব�ৱৰ  �িৰ  ধেৰাতা

এইগৰাকী  ব� ি�  তািমলনাড� বাসীৰ  অিত  আদৰৰ  আ�  স�ানীয়।

এগৰাকী  বাছ  ক�া�ৰৰ  িদনেজাৰা  খাটিন  তথা  ক�  সহেজই

অনুেময়  আ�  লগত  িব িভ�  সংঘষ�  সং�ামেবাৰেতা  আেছই।  তাৰ

পাছেতা  িনঃ�াথ� ভা েৱ  িনৰলস  মেন  �তওঁ  কিৰ  �গেছ  সমাজৰ  কাম।

তা িমলনাড� ৰ  চা িৰওিদেশ  দুচকু  জুৰ  �পেলাৱা  সু েশা িভত  �সউজ

পিৰেৱশ  গিঢ়  ত� িলেছ  মা িৰমু থু েৱ।  �সউজ  িব�ৱৰ  �িৰ  ধেৰঁাতা

এইগৰাকী  |  ব� ি�ৰ  জ�  �হ িছল  তািমলনাড়ৰ  থানজাবুৰ  িজলাৰ

মায়াৱৰমত  ১৯৬৯  চনত।  এক  অিত  দুখীয়া  পিৰয়ালৰ  স�ান

আিছল  �তওঁ।  মা�  �ডৰ  বছৰ  বয়সেত  িপতৃক  িচৰিদনৰ  বােব

�হ�ৱাইিছল  মা িৰমু থু  যােগানাথেন।  িব িভ�  সংঘষ�  সং�ামৰ

মােজেৰ  জীৱনপাত  কৰা  মা িৰমুথু  যােগানাথন  তািমলনাড� বাসীৰ

অিত  আদৰৰ  আ�  স�ানীয়  ব� ি�।  িব িভ�  দল -সংগঠেন  মা িৰমু থু

যা েগানাথনক  ন�ায�  স�ান  যঁা িচেছ।  তাৰ  িভতৰত  অন�তম

তা িমলনাড�  চৰকাৰৰ  ইক ’  ৱা িৰয়ৰ  এৱাড� ,  িচ  এন  এন  আই  িব

এনৰ  ৰীেয়ল  িহৰজ  এৱাড� ,  �পিৰয়াৰ  এৱাড� ,  ��  �মন  স�ান ,

তািমলনাড�  চৰকাৰৰ  S u t t r u  S u z h a l  S e v a i  V e e r a r  এৱাড�

ইত�া িদ।  এই  �সউজ  মনেটাৰ  �সউজীয়া  ��ায়া  ব�া�  �হ  পৰক

আমাৰ  সকেলােৰ  অ�ৰৰ  িভতেৰ -বা িহেৰ।
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Clean Eating: An Experience

In the economy of modern world, the
markets for holistic health and wellness
have received an overwhelming
response. Life and lifestyle have no
doubt become complex than ever,
giving rise to a blend of quick and easy
fixes. Primary amongst them are our
food habits. As the habits and patterns
of proper eating has been on a downfall
for years due to the lightning fast
momentum of a competitive life,
interestingly enough clean eating  has
found a new lease of resurgence.
The concept of clean eating basically
revolves around making a choice of
consuming foods that are raw (fruits
and vegetables), organic, unprocessed
or minimally processed (avoiding
preservatives and refined produces),
naturally flavored and fresh. It ensures
that the foods being taken carry
optimum amount of natural nutrients.

Threats of the pandemic and other
hazards owing to pollution and
unhygienic standards of sustenance
have really pressed the alarm bell for
making healthier and smarter choices.
Now, yoga and similar forms of holistic
sciences are being accepted and
practiced by the society at large. These
are no longer methods and practices
limited to ascetics living away from
society. There is increasing level of
awareness to adapt to a healthier and
much meaningful lifestyle
incorporating proper food, rest,
practices and rejuvenation.
The knowledge of yoga states the
physical body as ‘annamaya kosha’;
anna means food. The body is nothing
but the direct result of the food we eat.
Food does not only mean solid foods,
but also liquids, gases and other exist in
the environment we live in. 

Kokil Nath
Freelance Yoga Instructor
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These food shapes up into three
dimensions in the body- Physical
(excretion leaving the body), subtle
(nutrients and energy) and the subtlest
(thoughts or mental and emotional
structuring). Yoga and Ayurveda thus
insist that food is not just limited to
maintaining physical well-being but
also affects our psychological health. It
must be noted that the body and the
mind are not two entirely different
component; instead, the body is the
outer reflection of the inner complex of
mind.
We should be now able to
comprehend why it is so important to
follow food habits that are holistic.
Time has turned such that taking care
of our mental health is extremely
essential. Stress, weariness, fear,
anxiety, despair and such morbid
conditions are now becoming a serious
cause of concern. Amidst the chaos,
Yoga and Ayurveda holds a ray of hope.  
And the primary thing it points out is
clean eating. The author is a
practitioner of yoga and has lived a
good length of his time in Rishikesh
studying and practicing under capable
teachers and masters. He has
experimented and changed his diet
and lifestyle and has found it to be
tremendously beneficial. It is highly
suggested to consult an experienced
Ayurvedic doctor to start with the
journey of overall well-being. There is
huge economic opportunity in this
area. The author has the firsthand
experience of the growing market of
wholesome food and lifestyle related
products in many parts of the country
and abroad.  Ethical procurement,
packaging and selling will not only
ensure economic benefits but would
also benefit society and our
environment as well.
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As the supply of land is limited, use of fertilizers and
pesticides have become essential to increase the
production of major crops to meet the food grain
demand. This results in growth and sustainability of food
grains but at the same time leads the increase in the
consumption of food having chemical fertilizers and
pesticides. Such practices cause serious damage to
environment and human health. In regard to green
revolution, the use of various chemical fertilizer and
pesticides in crops is now used in such an alarming rate
that it is affecting our environment and health of living
organism. In an attempt to feed people by easier and
more productive manner, the food has become full of
chemicals that is harmful to our health, leading to many
diseases such as obesity, cancer, heart disease, high blood
pressure, diabetes etc. It has become one of the most
talked issues. The recent news and researches have shown
that most of the people are suffering from different
complicated health problems due to harmful foods like
non-organic foods. According to World Health
Organization, about 30,00,000 people around the world
are suffering from different diseases caused due to
consumption of non-organic food and 2,20,000 people
have lost life due to consumption of foods that are grown
using lots of chemical fertilizers, pesticides and
insecticides. Even foods may be grown by immature way
but look like mature where dishonest farmers adopt
unhealthy means to increase food production which in
turn cause production of non-organic food leading to
greater health risks.

Need of Organic and Sustainable Farming
 Biswajyoti Doley

Assistant Professor
Golaghat Commerce College
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